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Mallee Woodbox
We all have our
favourite corner of
our outdoor space.
That place to sit
and linger in your
garden, soaking up
the sun and the
positive calming
energies that you
can only get from
nature.
One important
aspect for this place is
some privacy and shelter. If our
gardens do not naturally have secluded inviting
nooks and corners, then you have to create them.
Fitting in very well with the genesis of Yagoona  the wood ﬁre grill, the Yagoona
Mallee Woodbox system blends 1 solution for 2 problems. Effective and functional
ﬁrewood storage, and barriers for privacy and protection from wind and weather.
As you expect from Yagoona, our
designs contain many hidden
features that make our solutions so
popular.
The Mallee Woodbox system has 3
different sizes, which are all
constructed from just 2 different
panels. The result is a system that
allows wide ﬂexibility in sizes and
uses for garden walls and barriers,
while keeping the system easy to
install for any handyman or
gardener.
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We have strategically designed the base size at 65cm allowing for 3 practical height
walls: The lowest version is 65cm high, which is ideal as a sitting bench, or low
barrier in your garden. The next level is 130cm high. This is about head high in the
seated position. Ideal for privacy screens around your outdoor dinning and relaxing
areas. And ﬁnally 195cm high which is a true wall blocking wind, and providing full
privacy.
The Yagoona Mallee Woodbox
has a unique locking
mechanism built into its
corners. These neatly join up
to neighbouring boxes to create
large wall sections from many
individual woodboxes.

Important facts:
Combine the 3 sizes to create larger walls and barriers.
Flat packed and delivered quickly to your garden by courier.
Easy to assemble with all tools and instructions included.
Build walls up to 1.95m high by stacking the boxes.
Boxes join together with an innovative locking design.

Things to know:
Once ﬁlled with ﬁrewood, the Mallee woodboxes are heavy! We strongly advise working with a qualiﬁed garden
builder to construct a solid footing to support your Mallee woodbox wall.
Free standing walls are prone to windage (movement due to wind). Take precautions to prevent your Mallee
woodbox wall from moving in strong wind.
Make sure your Mallee woodbox wall is well drained and is not in constant contact with the ground.
It is advisable to treat your Mallee woodbox wall with a rust sealer. Ask your local dealer for recommendations.

sitting bench
or low wall

privacy and
wind protection
at sitting height.

Mallee Woodbox

volume

weight

65 x 65 x 37cm

0.15m³

~22kg

0.30m³

~30kg

0.60m³

~38kg

Mallee Woodbox
130 x 65 x 37cm

Mallee Woodbox
130 x 130 x 37cm

full wall
height

Article number

1207S

Article number

1207M

Article number

1207L
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Mallee: Eucalyptus oleosa and E. socialis
Aboriginal  type of gum tree found throughout
Australia usually near creeks.

Alex founded Yagoona in 2009, in the heart of the GFC. It all began with a simple idea:
how can we make living more in harmony with nature cool and desirable?
It started with Alex’s passion for grilling and BBQ. For Alex, gas and charcoal were
modern distractions. Wood ﬁre, built with your own hands, burning locally grown woods,
harvested and processed nearby is as much a part of the grilling culture to Alex, as it is
to choose the perfect steak to cook over it. All these aspects are intrinsic to the culture
of grilling for him.
Soon thereafter, the iconic Ringgrill and Barramundi BBQ from Yagoona were born. His
contribution to the return of simple slow food grilling. Using local raw ingredients, and the
raw power of ﬁre!
Alex was still not satisﬁed with his progress to the goal of bringing nature gardens into
the mainstream. So he turned his skills to bringing other garden furniture, deliberately
designed to complement and enhance habitat, or natural gardens.

This book is a testament to his progress so far, showcasing what Yagoona has managed
to bring into production. Alex still dreams about a wider recognition of the importance of
the garden space to bring balance back into our lives which have been ﬁlled with too
many artiﬁcial chemicals, preservatives and generally products which have been created
without thought to how they compliment and coexist with nature
in our gardens.
Alex has devoted much energy, thought and care
to not only the end product, but the
production process. You will not ﬁnd mass
production, nor ridiculous supply chains
crisscrossing the globe to bring his
products to you. So you can rest assured
that the extra you pay for a Yagoona
product is devoted to a more holistic
mentality to design, materials, production
and logistics.
We sincerely hope that you appreciate the
care devoted behind the scenes to bring
you products that are truly as compatible
with nature as practically possible.

Darri Hockers
When lingering in your garden, its nice to have a place to sit. Hockers are a compact and
convenient solution. The Darri Hockers are the Yagoona version of the garden seat. But not
just a seat. It’s a statement.
Made from just steel and oak
wood, avoiding all chemical
involvement like paints and glues,
the base is pure steel while the
top is pure untreated oak wood,
held together by steel screws. By
introducing no artiﬁcial chemicals
or materials, they balance out
longevity with biological
compatibility in your garden.
To keep a visual interest and
randomness in this product, we
made the Darri hocker in 5 subtle
variants: Susan, Nora, Fatima,
Walter and Chuck. The names
signify the individual characters of
each design. While looking great
all on their own, they come
together as a community when in
a group together.
Despite its construction, the Darri
hocker is surprisingly resilient to
the weather and can generally be
left outside year round.
Darri Hocker "Susan"
30 x 30 x 47cm

78 kg

Darri Hocker "Nora"
30 x 30 x 47cm

78 kg

Darri Hocker "Fatima"
30 x 30 x 47cm

78 kg

Darri Hocker "Walter"
30 x 30 x 47cm

78 kg

Darri Hocker "Chuck"
30 x 30 x 47cm

78 kg

Article number

1115S

Article number

1115N

Article number

1115F

Article number

1115W

Article number

1115C
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Coolibah (or Coolabah): Eucalyptus coolabah
Aboriginal  Large hardwood eucalypt occuring on
occasionally ﬂooded heavysoiled plains and banks
of intermittent creeks.

Coolibah Table

The Coolibah tree is an icon of the tough, wild, nature in Australia. A majestic
giant tree with characterful hardwood that has been immortalised in classic
Australian wooden furniture for centuries. We have borrowed this name for our
design outdoor table.
Taking the material pallet from the Darri Hockers, the Yagoona Mallee table is
made from just steel and oak wood. Garden furniture made from fully natural
and biodegrading
materials is a rarity
today, with such
furniture being made
from any number of
artiﬁcial materials
being the norm. We
do not believe such
materials are a
healthy match for the
natural fauna and
ﬂora in your habitat
garden.
We created the
Coolibah Table as the
perfect centerpiece for
your natural garden
outdoor space. Solidly
constructed, from
thick steel and heavy
raw oak planks, and
featuring subtle design
accents harking back
to the quality hand
carpentry of
yesteryear.
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When you bring the Coolibah table into your garden, it is quickly adopted by
nature as a welcome member outdoor ecosystem. It will age gracefully and
blend into your outdoor space providing years of function and aesthetic beauty.
The Yagoona Coolibah table will forever stand as a testament to your philosophy
of commitment to living in harmony with nature in your habitat garden.

Important facts:
Big is beautiful! The standard Coolibah table has a top of
250 x 125cm (810 person capacity.
Use your own existing wood top. The Coolibah Table legs
and frame sold separately.
We suggest treating the legs and frame once rusty to rust
staining on the ground.
Oak will cause black stains while it is weathering.
Things to know:
To make delivery more gentle on the environment and your pocket, the Coolibah table will be delivered in parts.
Most of the assembly can be done by one person, but turning over the table and positioning will require help.
It is advisable to treat the legs and frame with a rust sealer. Ask your local dealer for recommendations.

Coolibah Table
250 x 125 x 75 cm

~300 kg

Coolibah Table Legs and frame
250 x 125 x 75 cm

~70 kg

Article number

2004

Article number

2004L
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Take the journey
with us

nature bekons!

Growcube
So many people live in constrained
environments which mean garden
space is a premium. Even though
any outdoor space can become a
garden, small spaced do pose a
challenge if you wish to have a
productive patch of garden for
growing fruits, vegetables and herbs.
How to get the most out of your
space? We love such design
challenges!
The Yagoona Growcube was
developed to greatly expand the
productive surface of your garden with a
particular focus on food gardening. The
Yagoona Growcube has a few features which
greatly expand the function of your outdoor space.
As a raised bed, it offers a deep planting surface 80cm above the natural ground. A
comfortable standing height for garden work. The top surface area of the smallest unit of
the Growcube is 80 x 80cm. So the base Yagoona Growcube is a neat 80cm cube. This
base unit can be expanded in any direction with additional growcube elements. Straight
rows, L and C shapes, or your own growcube labyrinth are all possible. This really
opens up a host of design possibilities.
The real innovation with the Growcube are the sides. Most raised beds that close in the
earth behind stylised panels, the Yagoona Growcube opens them up to more planting
space. 4 heavy steel slats hold back the earth while offering a terraced growing space.
The plants’ roots can
venture deep into the interior
of the structure while the
foliage grows out of the
sides of the Growcube
creating the impression of a
growing wall.

If you are tired of the plastic
compost bins that break
after only a few years and
never really look like part of
your garden? Maybe take a
look at the Growcube.
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The Yagoona Growcube was designed to
double as a compost bin, with some cool new
features.
Because of its open sides, the Growcube lets
your compost breathe more freely promoting
healthy decomposition with minimal bad smells.
The open sides also offer you easy access to
all sides so you can harvest the new rich soil
you compost bin has made for your garden.
And as a bonus, you will ﬁnd seeds you threw
out in your compost may begin to grow out
from the sides in a burst of fertile ﬂurry.
We accidentally discovered that seeds from fruit
and nut trees such as Avocado ﬁnd this a
perfect environment to germinate. Others have
found rapid growing vines like pumpkin and
watermelon thrive in the lower levels of the
Growcube’s rich compost soil and produce
exceptional fruits.
It did not take long for intrepid garden designers discovered that the Yagoona Growcube
can also emulate a retaining wall of sorts. This idea has been expanded on to create
the Yagoona Green Wall system. See page X for more details.

Important facts:
Virtually any conﬁguration based on the 80 x 80cm square base unit are possible.
Extremely compact when disassembled makes logistics and handling easy.
Virtually unbreakable, the heavy steel construction is very tough.
Despite this, no part is too heavy for anyone to be able to handle.
New soil can be easily extracted from lower levels (when used as compost bin).
Healthy air circulation means no need to turn your compost periodically.

Things to know:
All parts are from heavy steel plate.
No small breakable parts that can be easily fail or be lost.
Extremely easy assembly that can be completed by anyone.
Safe for nature and for your health with no artiﬁcial or chemical treatments or coatings.

Growcube
Base single unit
80 x 80 x 80cm

Article number

1409

~90 kg
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The Yagoona Growcube and Green Wall are
complementary earth management products for the
natural garden. They will add great value, both
aesthetically, and practically to your garden.

Green Wall
Quite often during garden projects,
the need to form earth into leveled
areas is needed. Even modest
slopes can signiﬁcantly reduce the
function of your garden space.
The cost and complexity of retaining
walls can be very high. They often
require extensive excavations, large
stones, and a lot of concrete. Heavy machinery is often needed to complete these
operations. So your choices for retaining walls are limited and usually expensive and
complicated.
Some intrepid gardeners have taken the Yagoona Growcube adapting it as a kind of retaining
wall. We took notice of this and designed the Yagoona Green Wall.
The Yagoona Green Wall
can retain earth levels of
up to 80cm in height.
The system does not rely
on extensive underground
anchoring foundations for
its strength, but rather
the weight of earth on
the retaining anchors of
the system which are
buried behind the wall.
This concept is not new,
but is usually only applied
in large civil engineering
projects such as
motorways.
This results in far lower project cost and faster execution. A low environmental impact
retaining wall solution that can be constructed without the need for large rocks or panels,
concrete footings, machinery or any special drainage. The entire system is delivered in a
compact package and can be assembled completely by hand.
With time the Yagoona Green Wall becomes a living wall. The Green Wall’s vertical face
invites you to create a fantastic living wall ﬁlled with small plants, vines, ﬂowers and
herbs. The plant roots tap into a deep reservoir of moisture trapped beneath the upper
level. When your plants mature the structure of the Green Wall virtually vanishes from
sight as the plants cover the wall completely.
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Important facts:
Made from thick steel plate for high durability.
Maximum height 80cm and each bay is 100cm
wide.
No concrete foundations required, only some
concrete pavers under upright frames.
All parts are easily man handleable.
No small screws or clips that can break or be lost.

Your project
Each installation is unique. We only give indicatory prices
for a single section of Green Wall.
With your cooperation, we will be happy to calculate your
requirements and supply you with a quotation for your project.

Things to know:
Reinforcement ties extend approx 1m behind upper side of the
Green Wall.
We strongly advise working with or consulting a qualiﬁed
gardener before installation.
Earth must be compacted well in layers behind the wall.
All retaining walls can fail in extreme conditions. When poorly
constructed, they will fail more readily. If you plan to construct
your Green wall with no professional help, we are no longer
liable for failures or injuries.
It is a vital part of your planning to correctly analyse the risks of
your particular use case.
The Greenwall is made from untreated steel plate. Even though
your Green wall will last many years, eventually the metal
structure will rust away and need to be replaced.

Green Wall
Article number

Single section size
100cm long and 80cm height

1801
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Buying and Ordering
Yagoona products are available worldwide. We are represented in various parts of the world by passionate and
dedicated distributors, and in other regions we have active resellers and afﬁliate dealer networks. Because our
networks are always changing, the most up to date information can be best found on our website. Alternatively,
you can reach out to us directly by email where we will do our best to link you with the most appropriate sales
channel where you will ﬁnd pricing and delivery information.
If you are a landscape designer, gardener, or just a passionate habitat gardener with a social media following
looking for supplemental income, then we are looking for you. Visit our site and download the "Become a Yagoona
Afﬁliate" booklet on our programs and learn more.
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Bring nature
back into your life.

